Batman Master Of The Future
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Batman Frank Miller 1986 For use in schools and libraries only. After 10 years away from the public eye,
a wave of violence in Gotham City brings Batman back as a vigilante.
Archie: 1941 Mark Waid 2019-07-09 Archie Andrews and the gang have seen it all since the characters
made their comics debut in 1941, and this fall they're going back to their roots in a tale set in Riverdale
during World War II. Written by comics legend Mark Waid (Archie, Captain America) with longtime
collaborators co-writer Brian Augustyn (The Flash, JLA) and artist Peter Krause (Superman), Archie: 1941
ﬁnds Riverdale dealing with the impact of the impending conﬂict on the small town and in the personal
lives of Archie, Betty, Veronica, Jughead, and Reggie. The story will allow fans a chance to see the realworld consequences and drama of the war through the eyes of some familiar faces, but with the humor,
heart, milkshakes, and dates that come with any Riverdale tale.
I Am Batman (2021-) #6 John Ridley 2022-02-08 Jace Fox’s baptism by ﬁre as Batman during “Fear
State” was the ﬁrst step toward his next great challenge-a relocation to the Big Apple! Joining his mother
and sisters in the move as they arrive to the city, Jace will ﬁnd new adventure, a rekindled love, and
terrifying new adversaries as “Empire State of Mind” begins!
Batman: Urban Legends (2021-) #1 Chip Zdarsky 2021-03-09 Batman may be the biggest name in
Gotham City, but there are lots of other heroes-and villains-who will get a turn to shine in Batman: Urban
Legends, a brand-new monthly series tying into the biggest events in Gotham City. The series begins
with these can’t-miss tales: • Superstar writer Chip Zdarsky enters the world of Gotham City with
celebrated Detective Comics and DC Future State: Robin Eternal artist Eddy Barrows for a six-part story
chronicling Red Hood’s investigation of a new drug sweeping through Gotham. It’s a night that will
change his life forever-and put him in Batman’s crosshairs. • Writer of the DC Future State “Grifters”
story Matthew Rosenberg picks up where he left oﬀ, continuing from the pages of Batman #101!
Superstar artist Ryan Benjamin joins the team as we learn why Cole Cash is in Gotham in a tale that hints
at what Halo might be...and we also get Batman vs. Grifter-round two! • New Harley Quinn writer
Stephanie Phillips and DC Future State: The Next Batman artist Laura Braga join forces for a Harley tale
set just before the launch of her new series. Harley’s determined to sort out her history with Poison Ivybut ﬁrst, she’ll have to ﬁnd her! • Coming oﬀ the DC Future State “Outsiders” tale, writer Brandon
Thomas begins a three-part saga reuniting Black Lightning, Katana, and Metamorpho. But this reunion
quickly turns into a confrontation with a ﬁgure from Katana’s past, in a story drawn by fan-favorite artist
Max Dunbar (Champions, Dungeons and Dragons, Judge Dredd)!
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Young Justice (2019-) #5 Brian Michael Bendis 2019-05-01 Gemworld rips in half as Dark Opal battles the
teen heroes of Young Justice as this huge, in-continuity epic continues. While Robin, Amethyst, Impulse,
Teen Lantern and Superboy ﬁght for their freedom, the secrets of Jinny Hex, Jonah Hex’s great-greatgranddaughter, are revealed-and it is a DC Universe doozy!
Batman by John Ridley The Deluxe Edition John Ridley 2021-06-29 Light the Bat-Signal! Legendary
screenwriter John Ridley takes over Gotham City in a new way! Writing the world’s most popular
superhero, Batman, Ridley brings his storytelling expertise to DC! Whether his story is told in black and
white or captured in brilliant colors, Batman’s adventures keep everyone guessing...even the World’s
Greatest Detective. Follow the iconic tales of the Dark Knight in Batman by John Ridley The Deluxe
Edition. Collects Future State: The Next Batman #1-4, stories from Batman Black & White #1 and
Batman: The Joker War Zone #1, and a brand-new story by John Ridley with art by Dustin Nguyen.
Batman: The Golden Streets of Gotham (2003-) #1 Jen Van Meter 2018-11-29 When immigrant
Bruno VanekowÕs parents are killed in a garment factory ﬁre, he pledges himself to ﬁghting the
negligence that killed them and their colleagues by donning the identity of Òthe Bat.Ó
I Am Batman (2021-) #5 John Ridley 2022-01-11 Batman ﬁghts for his life against a new breed of
Peacekeeper, augmented with his family’s own technology! The only person who might be able to save
his life is…Lucius Fox?!
Future State: Batman/Superman (2021-2021) #2 Gene Luen Yang 2021-02-23 Superman has fallen deep
into the Magistrate’s Kryptonite caverns, and now he’s at the mercy of a gruesomely transformed
Professor Pyg! So what do animalistic body modiﬁcation and caves of Kryptonite have to do with the
Magistrate’s growing fascist state in Gotham City? That’s what Batman needs to ﬁnd out as the race
against time to save the Man of Steel nears its end! All we know for sure is that during this battle,
something happened that drove a wedge between Bruce and Clark...Discover the answers in the
conclusion that will rock the World’s Finest to their core!
Future State: The Next Batman (2021-2021) #2 John Ridley 2021-01-19 In this second Future State:
Batman chapter, wearing a mask in Gotham City is now a crime-and when it’s compounded with murder,
it can be a shoot-on-sight oﬀense! Batman is on the trail of a murderous couple but quickly ﬁnds that all
is not as it seems...and ﬁnds himself in the ﬁring line of the Magistrate and their Peacekeepers! The
gritty, street-level adventures of the new Dark Knight continue! Also in this issue, Batgirls Cassandra Cain
and Stephanie Brown ﬁnd themselves in a prison where the Magistrate throws heroes and villains alike!
What no one knows, though, is that Cassandra was sent there with a mission… And in a story of the
Gotham City Sirens, some girls just want to have fun-so what do you do when you ﬁnd Gotham City in
turmoil and overrun by Cybers? You go shopping, of course! Join Catwoman, Poison Ivy, and a new Siren
on a gal’s night out. They’re on the town, looking for trouble…and ﬁnding it!
Future State: Nightwing (2021-2021) #1 Andrew Constant 2021-01-19 Batman is gone! Now, Nightwing
has taken on the mission of keeping the citizens of Gotham City safe from the Magistrate. But to do that,
he’ll have stay one step ahead of the Magistrate! And you know things have gotten bad in Gotham when
the safest place for Dick to hide out is the abandoned Arkham Asylum! When Nightwing gets a visit from
a mask claiming to be the new Batman…does he ﬁght like one? Pick up this dark peek into the future by
writer Andrew Constant and artist Nicola Scott to ﬁnd out!
Batman: Master of the Future (1991-) #1 Brian Augustyn 2013-05-29 The Victorian-era Bat-Man faces an
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insane prophet who is hellbent on keeping Gotham City from entering the 20th century in this sequel to
BATMAN: GOTHAM BY GASLIGHT.
Future State Batman: Dark Detective Mariko Tamaki 2021-07-06 DISCOVER THE DARK DESTINY OF
GOTHAM CITY! In the not-too-distant future, a sinister force has invaded the city of Gotham, and it’s a
power unlike any the Bat-Family has faced before. The Magistrate controls everything, and their constant
surveillance leaves Gothamites with nowhere to hide…even in their own homes. Where did the
Magistrate come from? And who can stop them? To make matters worse, in their path to total takeover,
the Magistrate has killed Batman! Or have they? With Bruce Wayne oﬀ the grid, it’s up to his remaining
friends and allies to help stave oﬀ the brutality of the Magistrate-or die trying! This action-packed volume
of the Future State saga collects Future State: Dark Detective #1-4, Future State: Red Hood #1-2, Future
State: Batman/Superman #1-2, Future State: Catwoman #1-2, Future State: Harley Quinn #1-2, and
Future State: Robin Eternal #1-2.
Batman 2000-11-01
Batman: 100 Greatest Moments Robert Greenberger 2019-10-01 The Bat. The Caped Crusader. The Dark
Knight. The World's Greatest Detective. Whatever you call him, Bruce "The Batman" Wayne remains one
of the most iconic comic book characters of all time. And to mark Batman's 80th anniversary, this volume
encapsulates the most memorable moments that have left fans stunned, in awe, or heartbroken since his
inception. While Gotham is perpetually in peril, the world in general is better with the Bat in it. Whether
it's his sharp wit, his extravagant mansion, or extensive back catalog of vehicles and gadgets. From
creator Bob Kane to Tom King's 100-issue run that started in 2018, Batman has morphed with the times.
There's so much to love about Batman and the characters that surrounds them. His villains, his Robins,
his love interests…they all ﬁnd him as irresistible as the general public. The moral ambiguity that makes
him one of the most relatable characters in DC's extended universe. Part of "The Big Three" and host to a
slew of orphaned Robins, Batman is a pivotal part to many characters in the extended DCU. Batman has
had many writers, his cowl has been worn by a plethora of diﬀerent actors, and while many people have
a favorite Batman, there's no doubt that he's the fan favorite. No comic book nerd's collection is
complete without Batman: 100 Greatest Moments.
Graphic Novels D. Aviva Rothschild 1995 The ﬁrst of its kind, this annotated guide describes and
evaluates more than 400 works in English. Rothschild's lively annotations discuss important features of
each work-including the quality of the graphics, characterizations, dialogue, and the appropriate
audience-and introduces mainstream readers to the variety and quality of graphic novels, helps them
distinguish between classics and hackwork, and alerts experienced readers to material they may not
have discovered. Designed for individuals who need information about graphic novels and for those
interested in acquiring them, this book will especially appeal to librarians, booksellers, bookstore owners,
educators working with teen and reluctant readers, as well as to readers interested in this genre.
Future State: Gotham (2021-) #5 Joshua Williamson 2021-09-14 Peacekeeper Red vs. the Next
Batman-to the death! Captured and surrounded by psychopaths, Red Hood and the Next Batman must
battle each other…to the death! It’s a throwdown for the ages! And they’re only too happy to do it! Plus,
the origins of the newest Bat-villain, Warmonger, are revealed!
Batman: Gotham by Gaslight the Deluxe Edition Brian Augustyn 2020 In the Victorian era, an age of
mystery and superstition, how would the people of Gotham react to a weird creature of the night, a batgarbed vigilante feared by the guilty and the innocent alike? Some would live in terror. Others would rest
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easier. Only one man would take no notice at all...a man with other matters to attend to. His name? No
one knows for sure. Most people know him only as Jack. Jack the Ripper. Brian Augustyn (The Flash), Mike
Mignola (Hellboy), and Eduardo Barreto (The New Teen Titans) spin the classic tale of the Victorian-era
Bat-Man's encounter with the Butcher of Whitechapel and a crazed prophet determined to prevent
Gotham City from entering the 20th century, presented for the ﬁrst time in the slipcased Absolute format.
Collects Gotham by Gaslight, Batman: Master of the Future, Convergence: Shazam! #1-2, and
Countdown Presents the Search for Ray Palmer: Gotham by Gaslight.
Batman Dark Knight Dynasty Mike W. Barr 2008-01-11
Batman: Urban Legends (2021-) #7 Guillaume Singelin 2021-09-14 The legend of Batman only begins
with Bruce Wayne! For centuries to come diﬀerent people will take up the mantle of Batman and defend
the times they’re living in from all forms of villainy. See four of the ﬁnest Bats the future may oﬀer! • In
Neo-Gotham, Bruce Wayne lies murdered in the Batcave. Terry McGinnis-Bruce Wayne’s ﬁnal protégé-will
travel into the dark heart of Neo-Gotham to ﬁnd who killed the greatest hero the city ever knew. • In
Future State, Cassandra Cain just wants a moment to enjoy a hot meal but the Magistrate’s pursuit of her
is relentless! • In a blasted future, the Dark Knight stands alone against a murderous gang threatening
his ruined city…and their mysterious leader will be a shocker!
Batman: The Dark Knight: Master Race - The Covers Deluxe Edition Frank Miller 2017-09-19 The
unforgettable world of Frank Miller’s Dark Knight saga—reimagined by the comics industry’s greatest
artists with a collection of variant cover art—is brought to life in this hardcover title, BATMAN: THE ART
OF THE DARK KNIGHT: MASTER RACE. No comic has shaped the future of superhero storytelling like Frank
Miller’s THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS. Even 30 years later, the iconic story of an aged Batman in a strange
dystopian future still sets the gold standard for what a comic book can be. So when Miller’s highly
anticipated third installment of the series, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT: MASTER RACE, hit comics shops,
it was accompanied by DC’s most ambitious variant cover program ever—over 150 variant covers
produced by an all-star roster of artists, from veteran industry legends to the hottest rising stars. This
special edition collects all the covers, variant covers and mini-comic covers from MASTER RACE, along
with never-before-seen sketch material and an introduction by longtime Miller collaborator and Dark
Knight saga inker, Klaus Janson. FEATURING STUNNING ARTWORK BY Frank Miller, Andy Kubert, Klaus
Janson, Jim Lee, Rafael Albuquerque, Neal Adams, Michael Allred, John Cassaday, J. Scott Campbell, Greg
Capullo, Darwyn Cooke, Tim Sale, Brian Bolland, Gary Frank, Ivan Reis, Francis Manapul, David Finch and
many more!
Future State: Gotham (2021-) #6 Joshua Williamson 2021-10-12 “Hunt the Batman” reaches its
penultimate chapter! ALL OUT WAR! Jason Todd, now known as PEACEKEEPER RED, must join forces with
THE NEXT BATMAN to defeat the NEW supervillain WARMONGER. The only thing standing in their way is
every cop and Peacekeeper inside Magistrate Headquarters!
Future State: Nightwing (2021-2021) #2 Andrew Constant 2021-02-16 It’s an all-new dynamic for
the Dynamic Duo when Nightwing and Gotham’s mysterious new Batman join forces against the
Magistrate. But when the totalitarian force controlling the city declares the two heroes their primary
targets, Nightwing will need to call on the full force of his hidden resistance, including two Batgirls,
Huntress, and Two-Face! But even then, will it be enough? Find out in this action-packed conclusion!
Elseworlds: Batman Vol. 2 Mike W. Barr 2016-10-06 In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual
settings and put into strange times and places—some that have existed, or might have existed, and
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others that can’t, couldn’t or shouldn’t exist. The result: stories that make characters who are as familiar
as yesterday seem as fresh as tomorrow. Gotham City is caught in a vortex of corruption and decay, and
those who feed on blood and despair are about to suck any remaining life from her dying veins. All that
stands against them is the Batman, their legendary companion in the darkness, the last line of defense
between the innocent and the screaming chaos of mindless appetite. To combat this primeval threat,
however, the Dark Knight must give up everything he holds dear, including life itself—for death is only
the ﬁrst step toward the ﬁnal reckoning between good and evil. Written by Doug Moench and illustrated
in full gothic glory by Kelley Jones, John Beatty and Malcolm Jones III, ELSEWORLDS: BATMAN VOL. 2 gives
free rein to the darker side of the World’s Greatest Detective, collecting BATMAN & DRACULA: RED RAIN,
BATMAN: BLOODSTORM and BATMAN: CRIMSON MIST.
Countdown Presents the Search for Ray Palmer: Gotham by Gaslight (2007-) #1 Brian Augustyn
2017-12-28 The quest heats up as one of the Challengers of the Beyond becomes an enemy. Plus, could
ﬁnding Ray Palmer prove fatal?
Future State: The Next Batman John Ridley 2021-06-15 The ﬁrst Future State collections are here!
Giant, sprawling future Gotham City is under martial law, protected and regulated by a private security
force led by the infamous Peacekeepers. Their mandate is to maintain the safety of the citizens of
Gotham, regardless of any constitutional rights, and to hunt down, incarcerate, or kill all masked
vigilantes, villains, and criminals in the city limits. It’s a dangerous and violent look at a possible future
Gotham City and the heroes and villains who live there! Collects Future State: The Next Batman #1-4,
select stories from Future State: Dark Detective #1-4, and Future State: Nightwing #1-2.
DC Comics Cover Art Nick Jones 2020-10-06 "Story hook, tragic moment, poster, or outrageous character,
the covers lured us in." - Paul Levitz, president of DC Comics 2002-2009 From the trailblazing works of
Bob Kane, to the photorealistic stylings of Adam Hughes and quirky humor of Amanda Conner, DC Comics
Cover Art is a collection of the most iconic covers in DC's history. The stunning artwork is accompanied
by expert commentary exploring the signiﬁcance of each cover, while artist proﬁles shed light on their
creators. Discover the most striking covers from more than 85 years of DC Comics. All DC characters and
elements © & TM DC Comics. (s20)
Batman: Gotham by Gaslight The Deluxe Edition Brian Augustyn 2020-10-06 These are the
unforgettable tales that pit the Dark Knight against Jack the Ripper and a death-dealer from the skies
over Gotham City! The classic Elseworlds tales Batman: Gotham by Gaslight and Batman: Master of the
Future are collected in a new, deluxe edition, also including Convergence: Shazam! #1-2 and Countdown
Presents: The Search for Ray Palmer: Gotham by Gaslight #1.
Batman: the Dark Prince Charming Enrico Marini 2021-07-20 A young mother and her daughter appear
on Bruce Wayne's doorstep, and the famously wealthy playboy is rocked by the news that they bring.
When the child is suddenly kidnapped by The Joker, Batman must plunge deep into Gotham City's
underworld to track her down and foil the Clown Prince of Crime's twisted plan. But what is the secret
that connects these archetypal antagonists to this mysterious young girl, and why does her case seem so
deeply personal to both of them? Acclaimed European comics creator Enrico Marini (The Eagles of Rome,
The Scorpion, Gipsy) made his American comics debut with this stunning graphic novel showcasing his
unique interpretations of Gotham City's most famous heroes and villains. Collecting the lushly painted
two-volume original series, this new trade paperback edition collects Batman: The Dark Prince Charming
#1-2.
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Batman (2016-) #115 James Tynion IV 2021-10-19 Batman and Miracle Molly are all that stands between
Gotham City and absolute insanity! But an unhinged Simon Saint brings all the resources of the
Magistrate to bear on the Dark Knight…is victory at hand for the Scarecrow? Back-Up: Batgirls Cassandra
Cain and Stephanie Brown have each other’s backs no matter what-even if it means punching some
Magistrate soldier butt, and putting an even bigger target on their backs. Meanwhile, a mysterious AntiOracle character ﬁnally makes contact directly with Babs and has a few things to say about the unethical
nature of Oracle’s powers, and what they think should be done about it.
100 Things Batman Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die Joseph McCabe 2017-10-15 Most Batman
fans have enjoyed the Dark Knight in comics or on the big screen and are eagerly anticipating the release
of the new Justice League movie. But only real fans know the other characters who have donned the cowl
in place of Bruce Wayne, or know the full origin stories of those who make up the rogues gallery. 100
Things Batman Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die is the ultimate resource for true fans, whether
you're a comic book collector, an aﬁcionado of Christopher Nolan's ﬁlms, or both! Joseph McCabe of
Nerdist.com has collected every essential piece of Dark Knight knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do
activities, and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist as you
progress on your way to fan superstardom. Contains exclusive interviews with Batman creators!
Batman Noir: Gotham by Gaslight Brian Augustyn 2019-04-30 The groundbreaking Elseworlds tales of
the Victorian era are back in a new black-and-white edition that showcases the artistry of Mike Mignola,
P. Craig Russell and Eduardo Barreto! This volume includes the breakthrough tales GOTHAM BY
GASLIGHT and MASTER OF THE FUTURE that pit the Dark Knight against Jack the Ripper and a deathdealer from the skies over Gotham City!
Batman: Gotham by Gaslight Brian Augustyn 2013-03-12 Presenting a new edition of the title
collecting the adventures of the Victorian era Batman. This volume includes the breakthrough Elseworlds
epics GOTHAM BY GASLIGHT and MASTER OF THE FUTURE, which pit the Dark Knight against Jack the
Ripper and a death-dealer from the skies over Gotham. This title features artwork by Mike Mignola
(HELLBOY) and P. Craig Russell (THE SANDMAN).
Batman: The Dark Knight: Master Race Frank Miller 2017-09-19 In 1986, THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS changed comics forever. In 2001, THE DARK KNIGHT STRIKES AGAIN went back to the future of
Batman and shocked the industry to its core. Now, living legend Frank Miller joins forces with superstar
writer Brian Azzarello (100 BULLETS) and an alliance of comicsÕ greatest artists to unleash the highly
anticipated epic third chapter in the DARK KNIGHT saga: THE MASTER RACE. ItÕs been three years since
the Batman defeated Lex Luthor and saved the world from tyranny. Three years since anyone has seen
Gotham CityÕs guardian alive. Wonder Woman, Queen of the AmazonsÉHal Jordan, the Green
LanternÉSuperman, the Man of SteelÉall of the Dark KnightÕs allies have retreated from the front lines of
the war against injustice. But now a new war is beginning. An army of unimaginable power led by
SupermanÕs own daughter is preparing to claim Earth as their new world. The only force that can stop
this master raceÑBatmanÑis dead. Long live the new BatmanÉ Collecting the full nine-issue miniseries
and its mini-comic tie-in issues, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT: MASTER RACE features incredible artwork
from comics icon Andy Kubert (FLASHPOINT), as well as Klaus Janson (THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS), John
Romita Jr. (ALL-STAR BATMAN), Eduardo Risso (100 BULLETS) and Frank Miller himself!
Batman Bob Hall 1998
The New 52: Future's End Vol. 1 Jeﬀ Lemire 2014-12-09 Five years from now, the DC Universe is
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reeling from a war with another Earth, leaving the world unprepared for an approaching evil that
threatens to destroy the future. As heroes are turned into mindless villains, the planet as we know it is no
more. The only salvation lies in the past, where this future apocalypse must be averted. Can a timetraveling Batman Beyond help a massive cast of the DCU's ﬁnest avert the impending apocalypse?
Written by a cast of the industry's best talents, including Jeﬀ Lemire, Brian Azzarello, Keith Giﬀen and
Dan Jurgens, this new epic series will expose the secrets of the New 52 universe! Collects issues #0-17.
Batman: Year One Frank Miller 2007-01-10 For use in schools and libraries only. Chronicles the events
that led to Bruce Wayne's becoming Batman and his ﬁrst year ﬁghting crime.
Future State: Batman/Superman (2021-2021) #1 Gene Luen Yang 2021-01-26 Back in the early days of
the Magistrate’s occupation of Gotham City, Bruce Wayne found himself pushed to the edge like never
before. So calling the Man of Steel in for backup makes sense, right? Wrong. Gotham’s sinister overlords
have already sprung the ultimate trap on the Last Son of Krypton...and with Kryptonian power at your
command, no one can stand in your way! Plus...where on Earth did Professor Pyg get a Kryptonite
scalpel? Brace yourselves, because things are going to get gross in the caverns below Gotham...
Batman: Last Knight on Earth Scott Snyder 2020-04-07 Twenty years in the future, Bruce Wayne
wakes up in Arkham Asylum. Young. Sane. And... he's never been Batman. So begins this sprawling tale
of the Dark Knight as he embarks on a quest through a devastated DC landscape, featuring a massive
cast of familiar faces from the DC Universe. As he tries to piece together the mystery of his past, he must
unravel the cause of this terrible future and track down the unspeakable force that destroyed the world
as he knew it... From the powerhouse creative team of writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo, the
team that reinvented Batman from the emotional depths of Batman: Court of Owls to the epic power of
Dark Nights: Metal, DC presents what could be the last Batman story ever told... Collects Batman: Last
Knight on Earth #1-3.
Batman, Master of the Future Brian Augustyn 1991
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